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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Cyber security is a crucial component of business sustainability and protection. Without it we leave
our business open to attack and manipulation from threat actors. This report details how cyber
security needs have changed since March 2020 when businesses had to adapt to the change in
pressures caused by COVID-19 and our country’s response to it. While many businesses up and
down the country have successfully managed the transition to remote working, others have faced
challenges having been forced to quickly adapt without any prior warning.
Some have had to find last minute solutions to operating remotely and for many their security will not
have been ready for such a change. It’s likely that many companies have ‘left the door ajar’ for cyber
criminals to move in. This report briefly describes this threat before detailing a statistical analysis
though Google Search data of how organisations are responding to this threat.
According to the Cyber Security Breaches Survey: 2020, 46% of businesses have identified breaches
or attacks in the last year and research by the NCSC (National Cyber Security Centre) has revealed
a big increase in phishing attacks targeted at businesses in response to the pandemic. The survey
states that the most common type of cyber attacks are phishing attacks, explained more by the
survey:
“Staff receiving fraudulent emails or being directed to fraudulent websites. This is followed, to a much
lesser extent, by impersonation and then viruses or other malware. One of the consistent lessons across
this series of surveys has been the importance of staff vigilance, given that the vast majority of breaches
and attacks being identified are ones that will come via them.”
No one is immune to the threat - cyber criminals have recently imitated the World Health
Organisation (WHO), the US Center For Diseases Control (CDC) and the UK Government, by creating
false domains and text messages requesting passwords and financial contributions.
New Office for National Statistics (ONS) data has revealed just how underprepared businesses in the
UK were for the stark change in day-to-day working. In 2019, just 30% of UK employees worked from
home at all, leaving 70% of the workforce either unable to or yet to give it a go.
The data also revealed the sector which opted to work from home the most in 2019. In the
information and communication industry, 14% mainly worked from home, and more than half (53%)
worked from home at least once. Information and communication businesses inherently rely on IT,
so with the sector leading the way in home working it’s essential that companies are up-to-date with
their own security protocols.
Education, financial, insurance, public administration and defence companies - all industries which
operate with sensitive information at their core - were found to be at the other end of the spectrum,
with the least amount of people working from home. This combination of factors means that the time
to focus on cyber security has never been more pressing than it is now.
This report will detail how the UK cyber security needs have changed since March 2020, looking
at changes in demand, the shift in concentrations and advice on what businesses can do now to
prevent the damage caused by a cyber attack at a time where companies need to be as resilient as
possible.
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WHAT THE STATS SHOW

While many of these types of reports will spell danger for businesses, indicating that many are illprepared, the overall picture shows promise, at least in terms of desire to fix their cyber security.
Based on Google search data, this next section will look at how firms are responding.

A MAD SCRAMBLE FOR SECURITY
In light of the pandemic and government advice urging businesses to switch to remote working, many
have scrambled for advice and insight around cyber security. This indicates a general awareness that
there is an increased level of threat to organisations and a need to address this.
SEARCH: ‘Cyber security services’

For the term ‘cyber security services’ there has been a 44% increase in searches between February
and March 2020, indicative of more businesses seeking support, whilst looking at the term year-onyear, for March 2019 vs March 2020, there is a recorded 35% increase in searches. Similarly, looking
at April, the demand is still up 15% in searches year-on-year.
SEARCH: ‘Cyber defense’

Meanwhile, searches for ‘cyber defense’ between January and March 2020 have shown a 126%
increase. While looking at March 2019 v March 2020, there is a recorded 116 % increase in the
monthly search volume. It’s promising to see searches increasing and the potential threats being
taken very seriously, but are organisations acting on what they find?
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WHAT THE STATS SHOW CONT.

We have also looked at Google Trends data; for the purpose of this report we are using Google
Trends’ definition of ‘interest over time’, which is as follows:
“Numbers represent search interest relative to the highest point on the chart for the given region and
time. A value of 100 is the peak popularity for the term. A value of 50 means that the term is half as
popular. A score of 0 means that there was not enough data for this term.”

‘Savvy security’
With budgets stretched and business finances uncertain, many have sought the help of ‘free
antivirus software’, with the term reaching peak popularity mid-March. It seems many are aware of
an increased risk in their cyber security and being forced to work from home may be alerting some
to consider their own personal security, in order to protect their job and the company they work for.
Understandably, most are probably unlikely to take the financial hit themselves and are opting for
free alternatives.

‘How to install a VPN’
Given what we’ve seen, it comes as no surprise that the search term ‘how to install a VPN’ is on the
rise, with more cash strapped businesses opting for a DIY setup of a virtual private network as they
make the move to working remotely. In particular, the term saw a 40% increase in searches between
January and March 2020.
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WHAT THE STATS SHOW CONT.

Understandably, many SMEs will be looking to cover the cost of security and the transition to remote
working as efficiently as possible. However, if this software is either not fit-for-purpose or not
correctly installed on every machine, for an organisation with a flat network structure, a single cyber
security attack could impact the whole company. The financial loss of a cyber attack in the current
circumstances could have a huge effect:

According to data taken from the Cyber Security Breaches Survey: 2020, a disruptive cyber attack
could cost a business an average of £7,170 per attack. In 2019 53% of businesses identify monthly
cyber attacks or breaches and 22% faced weekly attacks. The true figure is likely higher than this as
businesses will not always be able to identify or report where such an attack has taken place.
The data takes into account:
Direct cost:
• Staff being prevented from carrying out their work.
• Lost, damaged or stolen outputs, data, or assets.
• Lost revenue if customers could not access online services.
Recovery cost:
• Additional staff time needed to deal with the breach or to inform customers or stakeholders.
• Costs to repair equipment or infrastructure.
• Any other associated repair costs.
Long-term cost:
• The loss of share value.
• Loss of investors or funding.
• Long-term loss of customers.
• Costs from handling customer complaints.
• Any compensation, fines or legal costs.
This means that the perceived savings of cheap antivirus software or installing VPNs without expert
guidance could be a drop in the ocean compared with the effects of a company-wide cyber security
attack.
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EMPLOYEES TAKING THE PRESSURE OF
BUSINESS SECURITY

Nexor recently conducted a Twitter poll to discover whether there was more pressure felt by people
having to up and move operations to their own home. We suspected that there would be a worry
from some, especially when it came to ensuring their own home network was secure enough for
confidential information and meetings over the internet.
If your home network is insecure and you have access to confidential or sensitive information, it could
cause big problems for you and your company. It’s clear from the poll that this has been a concern
for many, with 60 percent of respondents experiencing increased stress levels from the pressure to
ensure that they have a secure network at home.

A look at questions that users have recently searched for in Google reveal just how much pressure
individuals feel to ensure that their home networks are secure. Popular search terms (like those
below) indicate that people are looking to establish whether aspects of their network are safe - but
this is likely to come at a cost, in regards to both money and time.

The increase in employees rallying to ensure the safety of their home network could have been
easily prevented if the company was prepared and set up for remote working; it signifies that either
companies aren’t efficiently communicating their cyber security credentials and protection that they
have, or they have never bothered to prepare for remote working.
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THE PARANOIA OF VIRTUAL MEETINGS

Since making the move to remote working, we’ve had to embrace and adopt a new way of having
business meetings, through various video conferencing solutions - but just how secure are they and
do we really trust them? Well, trends indicate a lack of trust in our chosen conferencing platforms,
with employees seeking advice around their security.

A considerable spike in the last quarter for search terms ‘is Zoom secure’ and ‘how secure is Zoom
video conferencing’ (above).

The same pattern can be seen for ‘is Microsoft Teams secure’ (above).
All of these trends are indicative of a distinct lack of knowledge in these platforms, whether
businesses should be trusting them for confidential meetings and more importantly the pressure
that operating through these systems is placing on employees and business leaders.
When it comes to this type of communication, especially with conversations that may include
sensitive information, you have to assume that any application like this has security challenges. Once
you identify those you can work out whether one platform outweighs another and how you can best
mitigate any risk associated with it.
Particular challenges are faced by businesses needing to protect private staff information, their
intellectual property, their clients’ confidential data, government OFFICIAL / OFFICIAL SENSITIVE
data or higher, or to collaborate with other businesses who have different processes to their own.
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STEPS TO PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

By no means will the following advice prevent every single attack from penetrating your security, but
it will definitely go a long way to helping and that’s incredibly valuable in the current climate.

EDUCATE YOUR STAFF ON CYBER THREATS
According to research by the Cyber Security Breaches Survey: 2020, there has been a recorded
increase in attacks detected by people, and not technology, 70 % in the last year, showing the
importance of knowledge in your work force.
As it stands, technology can only go so far in detecting sentiment and this is likely to advance, but
we have to understand that technology isn’t the complete answer to security. It can detect an explicit
threat, but this is where we as humans excel in seeing the intent as well as the facts.
Studies show technology does stop about 999/1000 phishing and virus emails. But, sadly some still
do get through - from the perspective of technology, these few phishing emails don’t necessarily
look wrong. The emails contain text inviting you to a website, where you are asked to login - for all
intents and purposes it’s pretty normal and tech hasn’t failed us. This is where people can pick up the
slack, in how we understand the context of that message and recognise the threat. We are vital in the
protection of our cyber security and so education is just as important as the next leading software
solution.
Earlier in this report, we explained the dangers of phishing and ways in which you can be attacked
by a phishing email, with this being one of the most effective ways threat actors target businesses.
All employees (including those not directly related to IT) should be aware of all the telltale signs of
phishing and who to report a threat to - no matter how big or small they perceive it to be.

STEPS TO TAKE ACROSS THE BUSINESS
1. Strong and Unique Passwords
Of course, first up is strong and unique passwords, ensure they are longer than 12 characters,
including numbers and different cases.
2. Implement Two-Factor Authentication
If possible, always use two-factor authentication, some applications offer this and software is
available to ensure that all applications use it.
3. Don’t Share Sensitive Information Over The Phone
Never ever share sensitive information with someone that rings unexpectedly. Check who they
are, find a contact number from some other source (e.g., invoice, web site) and ring them back.
Legitimate businesses will be perfectly happy with this and will understand that you want to take
precautions.
4. Double-Check Suspicious Interactions
Double-check anything that seems unusual, especially when being asked to do something outside of
the normal process, it can be extremely easy to get caught off guard.
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VIDEO CONFERENCING - HOW TO STAY
SECURE

We’re all using video conferencing software right now; the best and safest thing to do is to run a risk
assessment of the software, whether that be Zoom, Microsoft Teams or Skype.
First assess the supplier and in turn your supply chain. The NCSC’s ‘Software as a Service (SaaS)
security guidance’ is great for this and offers some brilliant and simple steps.
The next port-of-call would be to do some independent research on the software - have there been
any major security breaches reported in the past, or at the moment? Usually a quick search can
reveal a lot about potential software, but be sure to seek information from trusted sources.
Then, once the risks of the platform are understood, the risks of the tool’s use should be factored in
and controls to mitigate the risk implemented. This goes back to discussing sensitive information
- will the platform be used for this? Is taking the risk worth the potential repercussions if that
information were to be stolen?
Once the security risk of the platform is understood, and the impact of a data breach, an informed
business decision can be made as to whether the security risk is acceptable. But, each software will
be different, so it isn’t simple enough to state that one is better than the other; it’s only after research
that an informed decision can be made.
THE BENEFITS OF A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO CYBER SECURITY
If every employee in the business strives to do the right thing when it comes to cyber security,
adhering to all of the processes that should be in place and remaining vigilant at all times - first and
foremost over their own personal equipment that is connected to the network - then there is a 70%
less chance of getting attacked.
Education is key to keeping companies safe. Technology can only do so much to help, ultimately it
will always come down to the staff to take ownership of security and any potential threats and knowhow to combat these in the right way; that only comes from education and investment in coordinated,
strategic processes.
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FURTHER ADVICE AND SOFTWARE

One of the easiest things firms can do right now to protect themselves is to take advantage of the
Government-backed Cyber Essentials scheme, which can help to identify and prevent around 90 % of
the most common cyber attacks.

How do you get the Cyber Essentials accreditation?
There are two certificates that can be obtained - Cyber Essentials and Cyber Essentials Plus. The
former is self-assessment based, with the certificate giving peace of mind that defences will protect
against the majority of common cyber attacks. The process is easy, and costs around £300 for Cyber
Essentials - more if opting for Plus (based on the size and complexity of the organisation). Gaining
the Cyber Essentials Plus is a more rigorous process, with a third party vulnerability assessment.

What is the process?
First, review the requirements from the official Cyber Essentials’ partner, which is the IASME
Consortium. See the requirements for IT infrastructure here. All requirements should be met before
beginning.
If submitting for Cyber Essentials, a self-assessment will need to be carried out.

Getting the business prepared
Understand the requirements for IT and consider the groups to which the business will be measured,
these are:
Boundary firewalls and internet gateways (used to prevent attackers coming directly over the
network)
Secure configuration (to reduce the risk of malware being able to get on to your end user devices)
User access control (to make sure users only have the right to do what they need to be able to do, this
constrains any attackers that try and get in)
Malware protection (to further reduce the risk of malware being able to get on to your end user
devices)
Patch management (to keep ahead of the attacker, who will try and exploit a weakness)
This process should be treated as an internal audit; once the list of areas that are falling short are
identified, a set of corrective actions to resolve the problems can be implemented.
More home working advice and what staff should understand can be found here, directly from the
National Cyber Security Centre.
Finally, we are always on hand to help, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us at info@nexor.
com.
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ABOUT NEXOR
Nexor is a specialist secure information exchange SME with a 30-year track record of successfully
delivering cyber security solutions to organisations around the globe, including the UK MOD,
Transport for London, the Metropolitan Police Service, Europol and NATO.
Nexor’s roots in developing innovative technology solutions were established in the late 1980s
when the business was spun out of a communications research programme at the University
of Nottingham and University College, London. Our technology brought a new paradigm in
functionality and interoperability to open systems messaging. Consequentially Nexor products
were adopted around the globe in several significant mission critical communications projects. For
example, the European Central Bank and the Member National banks relied on our products to
affect monetary union in 2000.
Today our typical customer needs protection from advanced threat actors that may specifically
target their organisation using bespoke techniques to gain access to valuable information assets
or attempt to control systems. Nexor utilises its extensive experience within this realm to develop
sovereign high assurance information exchange solutions and provide cyber security consultancy
services following National Cyber Security Centre Guidance.
Nexor products are designed and delivered in accordance with Nexor’s Secure Information
eXchange Architecture (SIXA®) and our consultancy services are underpinned by our CyberShield
Secure® methodology. This methodology ensures objectives are defined, successful outcomes are
measurable and keeps a business’s digital transformation objectives at the heart of any solutions
we implement.

T: +44 (0)115 952 0500 • E: info@nexor.com • W: www.nexor.com
A: 8 The Triangle, Enterprise Way, ng2 Business Park, Nottingham, NG2 1AE, UK

